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Abstract
In a quest for a generic unbiased scatterometer wind inversion method, the different inversion
procedures currently in use are revisited in this paper. A careful examination of both the
errors in the wind and in the measurement domain, combined with the non-linear shape of the
Geophysical Model Function, GMF, leads to a generic and novel Bayesian wind retrieval
approach in the measurement domain. In this approach the shape of the GMF solution
manifold in measurement space is more important than the specified noise. This shape is
related to the system wind direction sensitivity, and when this sensitivity is uniform, realistic
and precise wind direction distributions are retrieved, even when measurements lie far from
the GMF manifold. A simplified measurement space transformation that produces such
uniform sensitivity for the European Remote Sensing Satellite (ERS) scatterometer is
presented and shown to have reduced wind direction bias compared to the more traditional
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(measurement-noise normalized) inversion for ERS. Moreover, the simplified wind inversion
reveals a similar performance to the current operational ERS wind inversion, but is potentially
more generally applicable. The simplified method is then applied to SeaWinds but is
ineffective. In this case the instrument geometry results in a low sensitivity to wind direction
at a few specific directions. As a consequence, certain wind direction solutions remain
favoured in the SeaWinds inversion.
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Introduction

Spaceborne wind observations have proven important for a wide variety of applications,
including nowcasting, short-range forecasting and mesoscale numerical weather prediction
(NWP) data assimilation [1], [2], [3], [4]. In most applications, spatially correlated biases and
ambiguity removal errors, often associated with wind field granularity [5], are rather
detrimental since a wrong flow pattern may be inferred. On the other hand, pure random
errors are generally less detrimental. In addition, the error analysis of wind data derived from
spaceborne sensors requires special care due to non-linearities and ambiguities in the
geophysical model functions (GMF) leading potentially to multiple solutions and biases in the
wind retrieval. However, because of the different spatial and temporal sampling
characteristics as well as the different error characteristics of the various spaceborne systems,
their mutual wind performance comparison is not trivial. To assess the information content of
spaceborne wind observations, the above uncertainties need to be quantified, which will allow
us to better compare different wind sensors and design future and improved sensors.
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In scatterometer studies three noise sources are distinguished: i) due to the backscatter
measurement process [6], often called instrument noise, ii) due to the combination of field of
views with different azimuth angles, often called geophysical noise [5] [7], and iii) due to
GMF errors. The first two classes of noise and perhaps a part of the third class can be well
expressed in terms of the backscatter measurement and amount to typically several percent.
Since the inversion combines several of these measurements, the resulting uncertainty in the
retrieved wind solution should be minimal [5]. However, when scatterometer winds are
validated, normal wind component error estimates are typically 1.5 m/s [8], [9], i.e., ~25% of
the mean wind amplitude. This suggests that the GMF error is much larger than the
backscatter errors [1]. This assessment is relevant for the inversion problem and is used in
next section.
Oliphant and Long [10] derived performance measures for wind retrieval, using the so-called
Cramer-Rao bound. This bound identifies the most accurate wind retrieval possible and can
be used in simulation studies. However, they embark on limiting approximations in the
derivation of the biased estimate. In this paper, we primarily focus on bias or systematic error
as introduced by various retrieval objective functions for real scatterometer data.
The most general approach used for scatterometer inversion is the Bayesian approach.
However, different sets of assumptions in the implementation of this approach are taken,
leading to different algorithms [5], [11], [12]. In particular, one such approach leads to the socalled Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) technique [11], which is used to process data
from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) scatterometer (NSCAT)
[13] and the SeaWinds scatterometer [14]. Although MLE inversion provides satisfactory
results in terms of general wind retrieval quality, a common problem of such technique is that
certain wind directions are favoured in the inversion process, leading to some wind direction
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biases and artificial accumulations in the retrieved wind distribution [5], [15], [16], [17], [18].
In order to overcome this problem, one suggested approach is to compromise the GMF such
that the resulting wind direction distribution looks more realistic [18].
In this work, we show that the problem of the artificial accumulations is primarily related to
the sensitivity of the instrument to wind direction, which in turn is mainly driven by the
geometry of the system, i.e., the set of incidence angles, azimuth angles, and polarisations
associated with the measurements at any Wind Vector Cell, WVC. These characteristics
should be accounted for in the wind inversion step. As such, this is an inversion problem
rather than a forward (GMF) problem. For the ERS scatterometers [19] this has been
recognised and a more sophisticated implementation of the Bayesian approach has been
followed [5], [12].
The goal of this paper is to first exploit the full Bayesian approach in order to propose a
generic scatterometer inversion procedure that accounts for the wind sensitivity (i.e.,
geometry) limitations of the measurement system. Subsequently, a simplified implementation
is developed and tested for the ERS and SeaWinds scatterometers.
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2

Inversion problem

The scatterometer wind inversion problem has the objective of finding the most probable
wind given a set of N backscatter measurements, σ°o, i.e., maximise the conditional
probability of the true vector wind, v, given σ°o

P( v | σ oo ) = ∫ P( v v s ) ⋅ P(σ os σ oo )dv s

(1)

vs

where the first and second terms in the integral respectively represent the uncertainty in the
wind and measurement domain. For a given measurement geometry, the integral is over the 2dimensional manifold S in the N-dimensional measurement domain, i.e., a surface, which is
defined by all possible wind solutions, vs, through the measurement space vector σ°s =
GMF(vs, ϕ, θ, p). The measurement geometry here comprises 3 vectors of length N, which are
the sets of incidence and relative azimuth angles, respectively θ andϕ, and the radar
polarisation p. As stated in the introduction, the wind domain errors are much larger than the
measurement space errors. In other words, the first probability term is a relatively broad
function as compared to the second one, such that the wind errors, aligned along the manifold,
are much larger than the measurement domain errors, which extend both along and across the
manifold. The equation thus poses the challenge of integrating these large wind errors along
the measurement space manifold S through the non-linear GMF. Pierson [11] does not use the
concept of a manifold, but implicitly assumes the same uncertainty both along and across the
surface S. Such assumption is inconsistent with the finding above.
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To provide a solution, Stoffelen and Anderson [1] split the problem by assuming that the term
P(σ°s |σ°o ) can be approximated by an ambiguous set of Kronecker delta functions. Solving
for σ°s and then inverting the GMF will then provide unbiased wind estimates since the P(v
|vs ) error distribution is by approximation normal and unbiased in the wind components [20],
[21].
Following [5] a Bayesian approach is then used for solving σ°s from P(σ°s |σ°o ). From
Bayes’ theorem, we state that the probability of σ°s given a set of backscatter measurements is
proportional to the probability of this set of backscatter measurements given σ°s, multiplied
by the prior σ°s probability
P(σ os σ oo ) = P(σ oo σ os ) ⋅ P(σ os )

(2)

Maximising this probability by varying σ°s on the surface S for constant P(σ°s) results in only
a variable measurement error term P(σ°o |σ°s ), which can be expanded as the maximum
likelihood estimator (MLE) commonly used for scatterometry [11], [22], [23]

1
MLE =
N

 σ oio − σ sio 


∑
o


i =1  Kp (σ Xi ) 
N

2

(3)

where N is the number of independent measurements, i the measurement index, and σ°Xi is
usually taken to be either σ°oi or σ°si. Here, Kp(σ°Xi) is the expected Gaussian observation
error (noise) and has the form of Kpi x σ°Xi, where Kpi is a dimensionless value which is
represented (for any given measurement i) in the following way [5] [10]

2
2
Kp = Kpgeoph
+ Kpinstr

(4)
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where Kpgeoph is the so-called geophysical noise (see Fig. 1), i.e., caused by a spatial
representativeness error due to the wind variability within the resolution cell and the nonuniform spatial averaging inherent in the radar measurement, and Kpinstr is the instrument
noise, i.e., noise produced by the technical properties of the radar. Note that Eq. 4 should also
include a GMF error term. Given many measurements, the GMF error is represented by the
misfit between the measurements and the GMF manifold. Although the σ°s misfit is generally
small compared to Kp, a misfit term could be added. [Note: strictly speaking, when assuming
Gaussian errors and σ Xio is σ sio , a term ln( Kp (σ sio )) should be added to the right-hand side of
Eq. 3 but this term is generally not significant and, as such, not used].
As noted, the MLE formulation (Eq. 3) is derived with the following set of assumptions:
•

Measurement errors are uncorrelated,

•

Their errors are Gaussian, and

•

The a priori probability P(σ°s) is constant.

The approximation of constant P(σ°s) is problematic [5]. However, the use of Eq. 3 generally
provides useful results in terms of wind speed retrieval accuracy. This is not the case for the
retrieved wind direction, where biases are present (see [20] for ERS, and [24] and [10] for
Seawinds).
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2.1

Wind direction skill

For a given scatterometer, its set of N σ°i measurements at a WVC number defines a GMF
surface, S, in a N-dimensional σ° space for varying speed and direction. For the ERS triplets
(σ°1,σ°2,σ°3), this surface has the shape of a cone in the 3D space [5]. The cone is a doublefolded manifold, which implies dual ambiguity.
In [5], the effect of normalization in Eq. 3 is investigated for ERS through visualization of
differently scaled 3D measurement spaces. This geometrical approach is motivated by the fact
that minimising MLE is identical to finding the point on the GMF surface closest to the
measurement triplet in the transformed axis system σ°i /Kp(σ°Xi). Fig. 2a shows a cross
section of the cone in which the backscatter measurements (triplets) are scaled by a fixed Kp
value1 (i.e., Kpinstr=0.05; Kpgeoph=0.) and Fig. 2b shows the same cone slice without scaling
and in a transformed space where the axes are z i = (σ io ) 0.625 . The slice is almost
perpendicular to the cone, approximately at constant wind speed and mainly shows the
variation in measurement points due to wind direction [5].
Stoffelen and Anderson [5] show that to be able to obtain both accurate wind directions and a
realistic wind direction distribution after inversion, it is desirable that, given a uniform wind
direction distribution, equal portions of the transformed σ° triplets are thrown onto equal wind
direction intervals. This is the case if the GMF surface has constant curvature and is circular
(Fig. 2b) rather than elliptic (Fig. 2a).

1

Note that Portabella and Stoffelen [24] show that by using a more realistic Kp (i.e., they assumed a 0.05 Kpinstr
and, in addition, developed a simple geophysical noise model dependent on wind speed and incidence angle), the
resulting cone sections are similar to Fig. 2a.
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As such, when the cone is elliptic, certain wind directions are favoured in the retrieval
process, leading to artificial accumulations in the retrieved wind direction distribution1 [5].
In order to illustrate the problem of the artificial accumulations, Fig. 3 shows a simple
schematic representation of the cone section shapes2 discussed in Fig. 2. Fig. 3a represents a
circular cone section (equivalent to Fig. 2b), which is subdivided in 8 identical sectors
(equivalent to 8 identical wind direction intervals). Given a uniform wind direction
distribution and the same noise both across and along the cone section, each sector will
contain the same amount of points (triplets). Let’s assume that the circle and the y
measurements including noise, compresses 50% in the y axis, resulting in an ellipse. Fig. 3b
shows the projection onto the same 8 sectors for the new shape, i.e., the ellipse. Since the
closest distance of a measured point to the surface corresponds to the normal direction, the 8
sectors now divide the measurement space differently. It is obvious that these sectors do not
contain the same amount of noisy measurement points anymore, i.e., sectors B, C, F, and G
contain more points than sectors A, D, E, and H. As in [5], we confirm that a circular shape of
the cone for a uniform wind direction distribution is equivalent to a constant P(σ°s).
From the three example measurement points in Fig. 3, one may note that those points close to
the surface have well-defined distance minima, while far away points are ill-determined and
will thus be associated with relatively broad MLE local minima.
A second advantage of a circular ERS cone section is its low sensitivity to GMF errors as
compared to the elliptic cone. For example, if the radius of the GMF cone fit is much too
small compared to real data, still useful wind direction distributions could be obtained for a
circular cone, but rather not for an elliptic cone.

1
2

The same effect is seen for SeaWinds when using Kp normalization in Eq. 3 [22].
In this simple example, we assume that the cone is a single folded manifold.
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Consequently, by transforming the measurement space and removing the Kp noise
normalization from Eq. 3, the assumption of constant P(σ°s) along the transformed circular
cone becomes acceptable and the wind direction retrieval is improved. In other words, for
ERS inversion, the shape of the GMF solution surface (i.e., cone shape) is more important
than the information on the noise (i.e., Kp normalization).
Alternatively, in Eq. 2 one could model the P(σ°s) modulation. However, P(σ°s) depends on
the wind and this sensitivity is known through the GMF by approximation. If uncertainties in
the GMF and the GMF derivative were known precisely, then a sound equation could be
derived. In practice, the accuracy of the computed GMF derivatives is limited.
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3

Generic inversion

As discussed in section 2, a space transformation, which makes true the assumption of
constant P(σ°s), i.e., z space, is desirable for ERS. Since the aim of this work is to set a
generic method for scatterometer wind retrieval, we should now try to determine the
corresponding space transformation for NSCAT or SeaWinds. However, this is not
straightforward. In contrast with ERS, where the transformation could be derived
straightforwardly through visualisation of the 3-dimensional measurement space, NSCAT and
Seawinds measurement systems are 4-dimensional.
We therefore propose to set a generic approach that numerically determines the best
measurement space transformation. First, we analyse the sensitivity to wind direction of a
scatterometer system and, in second instance, propose a simplified implementation, which is
based on the scaling or weighting of the different scatterometer beams, in order to achieve
constant P(σ°s). Since an appropriate transformation is already known for ERS (i.e., z space),
we use the latter to validate the proposed method.

3.1

Sensitivity analysis

To look for constant P(σ°s), it is of interest to relate its probability density p(σ°s) to p(vs) , i.e.,
p(σ°s)=p(vs) ||∂vs/∂σs° || (e.g., [23], p.15), since the probability of a given infinitesimal set of
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points is the same in measurement space and in the wind domain. For small variations of vs
we may assume p(vs) uniform or constant and the dependency of σ°s on wind speed to be
quasi-linear. Then, it is the total wind direction sensitivity that mainly determines the
modulation of p(σ°s). Therefore, for different σ ° beams, which depend on wind direction φ,
the constraint

N
 ∂σ o
∂σ o
= ∑  i
∂φ
i =1  ∂φ

2


 = constant



(5)

should be applied on total wind direction sensitivity, where N=3 for ERS, and N=4 for
NSCAT or SeaWinds (N=2 for SeaWinds outer swath). Note that wind direction φ is defined
relative to the mean of the fore and aft azimuth viewing direction, but in the SeaWinds left
swath 180 degrees is subtracted. When Eq. 5 is not true, we should seek a transformation of

σ°, i.e., σ° /, which satisfies the following:
∂σ o /
≈ constant
∂φ

(6)

in order to obtain a constant prior term in Eq. 2.
In the geometrical interpretation, as illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3, we demand that for
subsequent wind direction changes, ∆φ, the distance traveled in N-dimensional measurement
space, ||∆σ o||, should be similar. Since, we do not pose any constraint on the direction of
travel and the fact that the measurement space may have many dimensions, the constraint may
still result in complex transformed manifold shapes, albeit more regular than the nontransformed manifold.
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For the ERS case, the left plots of Fig. 4 represent the total sensitivity (solid curves) of
CMOD-5 GMF [25] as a function of relative wind direction for a few WVC numbers and
wind speed values. The dotted, dashed, and dash-dotted curves represent the individual fore-,
mid- and aft-beam sensitivities, respectively, which contribute to the total sensitivity (see Eq.
5). The straight line corresponds to the mean total sensitivity over all wind directions:

1
Mean =
M

 ∂σ o
 i
∑∑
 ∂φ
j =1 i =1

M

3




φj 

2

(7)

where M is the number of wind direction intervals, i.e., 360 in this case.
In line with the discussion in section 2.1, these plots also show that using Kp normalization in
the MLE inversion (see Eq. 3) does not result in a circular cone (i.e., the solid curves are far
from being straight lines). Note that wind direction maximum sensitivities, i.e., upwind (0),
downwind (180), and crosswind (90 and 270), correspond to the top and bottom parts of the
plots in Fig. 3. Thus, our goal is to flatten as much as possible the total sensitivity (solid)
curves.

4

Beam Weighting Method

For ERS, the constraint of Eq. 6 is achieved by the z-transform. A simpler and potentially
generic way to achieve more constant wind direction sensitivity is to scale (weight) the
individual beam sensitivities such that the resulting total sensitivity is closest to its mean
value. In other words, we minimize the distance between the solid curve (total sensitivity) and
the straight line (mean value) by re-scaling the dotted, dashed and dash-dotted lines
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(individual beam sensitivities). As such, the cost function we want to minimize looks as
follows:
 3 
o
1
  a ⋅ ∂σ i
J=
∑ ∑ i ∂φ
M j =1  i =1 
 
M

2


 − Mean


φj 


2

(8)

where J is the cost function and ai the scaling or beam weighting coefficients. Note that since
ai is not a function of direction (φ), the minimization is analogous to looking for a vector
transformation σ ο / = a.σ o, which obeys Eq. 6 (see section 3.1).
Also note that we have chosen the squared distance (between total sensitivity and the mean)
rather than the distance (see Eq. 8) for minimization since the results (not shown) reveal that
the former is more effective than the latter in flattening the total sensitivity curve.
For every wind speed and WVC number, J is minimized and a set of ai found. The
minimization results in a clear single minimum (for every wind speed and WVC number),
indicating that the method is robust and unambiguous. Note that in order to use the ai
coefficients, an estimation of retrieved wind speed must be provided prior to inversion. As
shown by [5], a good estimate can be derived from the averaged backscatter value of fore and
aft beams. For more detailed information on the ai coefficients, see Portabella and Stoffelen
[26].
The left plots from Fig. 4 show the sensitivity in σ ο space (from here on referred to as “Kp
norm”, since it uses the derived Kp normalization in the MLE inversion) and the right plots
show the sensitivity in σ ο / space, i.e., after beam weighting (from here on referred to as
“beam weighted norm”). By comparing either sides of Fig. 4, one can easily see that, in
general, the beam weighting is effective in flattening the total sensitivity curve, i.e. making
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the cone more circular. In Figs. 4a and 4c, fore and aft beams especially contribute to the
peaks while the mid beam contributes to the troughs. As such, the beam weighting is most
effective for these low and medium winds at the inner swath (WVC numbers 1-6) region (see
top and mid plots). However, it is less effective for high winds and the outer swath (WVC
numbers 13-19) region (see bottom plots). In this case, the individual beam sensitivities (see
Fig. 4e) contribute in a similar way to the total sensitivity, and therefore scaling does not help
much in flattening the total sensitivity curve.
Note further that the mean total sensitivity remains almost the same after beam weighting
(compare straight lines at either sides of Fig. 4), denoting consistency in the beam weighting
procedure.

4.1

Validation

In this validation, we mainly show results in terms of wind direction skill since the beam
weighting procedure is expected to improve this component most. Moreover, the results (not
shown) reveal no significant wind speed skill difference between the three inversion types
tested here, i.e., z space, Kp norm and beam weighted norm.
The schemes that approach a circular cone, i.e., z space and beam weighted norm, are
expected to perform better than the Kp norm scheme where the latter shows less circularity
(more ellipticity), i.e., in the inner swath [26]. The results show somewhat better agreement
with the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) model, in terms
of wind direction retrieval, for z space and beam weighted norm (root mean square or RMS
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difference of 25.99° and 26.03°, respectively) than for Kp norm inversion (RMS difference of
26.35°), at the inner swath region.
As mentioned in section 2, the shape of the cone plays a crucial role in the wind direction
retrieval. As the cone becomes more elliptic (less symmetric), certain directions are favoured
in the retrieval process, causing in turn some artificial accumulations in the retrieved wind
direction distributions. This systematic effect becomes more acute for points lying far away
from the cone surface, i.e., for triplets with high MLE values (see Fig. 3).
Fig. 5 shows the wind direction distributions for triplets with normalised MLE larger than 0.7
(note that triplets with MLE larger than 9 are screened out) representing about 4% of the total
amount of the ERS wind observations. Looking at the left plots, some systematic
accumulations at certain wind directions are discernible in the ERS-retrieved distributions
(dotted) with respect to the ECMWF distributions (solid). These accumulations are largest for
Kp norm inversion (Fig. 5c) and smallest for z space (Fig. 5a). Note the similar pattern in
Figs. 5c and 4c. The beam weighting (Fig. 5e) reduces the problem with respect to the Kp
norm inversion, although it is not as effective as the z-space transformation (Fig. 5a).
However, if we look at the inner swath distributions (right plots), the region in which the
beam weighting is most optimal, it is clear that the beam weighted norm distribution (Fig. 5f)
is very similar to the z space one (Fig. 5b), and much improved with respect to the Kp norm
distribution (compare peaks at 0° and 180° in Figs. 5d and 5f). Small dissimilarities between
the beam weighted beam and z space results are apparent, for example in the 0-90 degree
interval. Note that although these triplets have high MLE values, they are still of reasonable
quality (see reasonable agreement between ECMWF and ERS-retrieved distributions from top
and bottom plots) and therefore very important to keep.
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Finally, we have also looked at the ERS inversion problem for low winds under 4 m/s (not
shown). The results show no significant differences between the three inversion types, and all
show similar wind direction errors. The reason for this is that the backscatter noise for low
winds is relatively high as compared to the size of the cone, leading to systematic errors in the
wind direction assignment (accumulations in the wind direction distributions). However, for
such substantial wind direction error, still a useful wind vector skill is achieved for these low
speeds.
In summary, we conclude that although z space is the most optimal transformation for ERS in
terms of the wind direction retrieval, the proposed beam weighting method represents an
improvement with respect to Kp norm and therefore an alternative to z space. In contrast to
the z transform, the beam weighting method is more generic and may be applied to other
scatterometer systems.

5

SeaWinds geometry case

The beam weighting method presented in section 4 is tested here for SeaWinds. Discussions
on the wind direction retrieval limitations for the SeaWinds measurement geometry and ways
to overcome such limitations are included in this section.
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5.1

Beam weighting skill

Similar to the ERS case, Eqs. 7 and 8 are used for SeaWinds beam weighting. Fig. 6 is similar
to the left plots of Fig. 4 but for SeaWinds. It represents the total sensitivity (solid curves) of
NSCAT-2 GMF1 [27] as a function of wind direction for a few WVC numbers and wind
speed values, before beam weighting.
Comparing the left plots of Fig. 4 with Fig. 6, there are certain wind directions for SeaWinds
(Fig. 6) with relatively very small total sensitivity compared to the total sensitivity maxima,
whereas for ERS (Fig. 4) the sensitivity modulation is modest (i.e., smaller difference
between minima and maxima, in comparison with SeaWinds plot). In general, this behaviour
can be seen at any across swath position (WVC number) and any wind speed regime.
By looking at the individual beam sensitivities (non-solid curves) that contribute to the total
sensitivity (solid curve) in Fig. 6, one can see that the main reason for the insensitive areas is
the relative orientation of the set of SeaWinds beam views in a WVC. As such, the relative
beam geometry in many WVCs (see, for example, Figs. 7b and 7c) leads to wind direction
intervals where the sensitivity is minimum (and very small) for all four beams. The fact that
the SeaWinds inner beams are H-pol plays a secondary role in the total sensitivity.
On the one hand, when the relative beam geometry is optimal, i.e., the minimum sensitivities
of the different beam views are not aligned but rather out of phase, then the large upwinddownwind asymmetry of the H-pol beams results in wind direction regions with small
(individual beam) sensitivity (e.g., in Fig. 6a, the inner beam sensitivity values plotted as
dotted and dashed-dotted curves are very close to the x axis in the range [–90°, 90°]). This

1

Note: the NSCAT-2 GMF provides the best results in the current operational KNMI inversion [22].
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subsequently results in very low total sensitivity regions (relative to the maxima) as well. In
the case that the inner beams were V-pol, these regions would be more sensitive.
On the other hand, when the relative geometry is poor, i.e., the minimum sensitivities of all
beams are approximately aligned (e.g., Fig. 6b), the behaviour of the H-pol beam sensitivities
makes the very low sensitivity areas less pronounced, in comparison with a full V-pol system.
That is, if in Fig. 6b the dotted and dash-dotted lines would behave as the dashed and dashdot-dot-dotted lines, respectively (i.e., substituting H-pol by V-pol), the total sensitivity (solid
line) modulation would be generally smaller than it is now.
In conclusion, for SeaWinds geometry and at nadir WVC numbers 29 to 48, the problem of
the artificial wind direction accumulations is expected to be more accute for a full V-pol
system than for a combined V-pol/H-pol system. However, the latter will contain more
artificial accumulations than the former in the so-called sweet regions (WVC numbers 9 to 28
and 49 to 68). Moreover, because of the upwind/downwind asymmetry of the H-pol beams,
the

latter

substantially

reduce

the

ambiguity

problem

(better

upwind/downwind

discrimination) thus improving the wind direction retrieval. As such, a mixed V-pol/H-pol
system on SeaWinds geometry generally improves wind retrieval as compared to a full V-pol
system.
For SeaWinds, the beam weighting is ineffective (not shown). It turns out that the cost
function (see Eq. 8) contains very broad minima. As such, the minimization procedure results
in drastic changes in the beam weighting coefficients at ill-defined minima or arbitrary
minima (not shown). Given the areas of (relatively) very small sensitivity as discussed above,
this result may be anticipated. It is clear that there is no way to flatten the total sensitivity
when such areas are present. Moreover, in the cases where the relative geometry is more
optimal, up-weighting the H-pol sensitivity is pointless because of the already mentioned
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large upwind-downwind asymmetry (in Fig. 6a, a large weight in the dotted and dash-dotted
lines will adequately increase the sensitivity around 45° and 315°, but in turn will excessively
increase the sensitivity around 130° and 230°)1.

5.2

Wind direction performance

As discussed in section 5.1, the NSCAT-2 GMF total sensitivity as a function of wind
direction is far from constant and the beam weighting does not effectively contribute to
flattening the total sensitivity curve. Stoffelen and Anderson [5] showed that, for ERS, the
peaks and troughs of the total sensitivity curve are correlated with “artificial” (nongeophysical) peaks and troughs in the retrieved wind direction distribution.
Fig. 7 shows the total sensitivity as a function of WVC number and the retrieved wind
direction (with respect to the satellite flight direction) for a wind speed of 8 m/s. Note that the
cross section at WVC number 41 in Fig. 7 is plotted as the solid curve in Fig. 6c. The
sensitivity values are plotted in grey scale. The sensitivity peaks (white) and troughs (black)
shift as we move across the swath (i.e., with WVC number), drawing a pattern that is directly
related to the beam relative geometry change across the swath. A similar pattern is observed
in the retrieved wind direction distributions shown in Fig. 8 (see also Ebuchi [18]). The
relatively insensitive black areas in Fig. 7 correspond generally with either white or black
narrow features in Fig.8, associated respectively with relative wind direction accumulation or
suppression. This indeed confirms the correlation between the sensitivity and the artificial
accumulation or suppression of retrieved directions for SeaWinds. For further reference, [28]
1

Note that in this case (i.e., sweet swath regions), the beam weighting of a full V-pol system would be more
effective since V-pol beams have no upwind/downwind asymmetry.
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shows 2D sections through the 4D SeaWinds measurement space that may be related to both
Figs. 7 and 8. Note that the NSCAT fixed antenna geometry is similar to the SeaWinds
geometry at WVC number 13 (see Fig. 7) and, as such, similar wind direction retrieval
problems are expected for NSCAT. This has also been shown by Ebuchi [16], [17].
In order to overcome the problem of the artificial accumulations, a suggested approach in
scatterometry is to tune the GMF within the uncertainty of the collocation data set [18]. In
other words, the GMF is compromised to compensate for the inherent SeaWinds geometry
problem. However, the GMF fit (forward problem) and the wind retrieval (inversion problem)
are two independent procedures. Therefore, by tuning the GMF sensitivities (i.e., forward
problem) to avoid such artificial accumulations (i.e., inverse problem), one likely ends up
with a modified GMF, which actually does not fit the measurements as well as the original
GMF. Although this procedure can result in satisfactory wind direction distributions, there is
a risk that the wind retrieval accuracy is compromised. Along these lines, a new Ku-band
GMF was developed for SeaWinds on QuikSCAT, i.e., QSCAT-1. The latter was better than
NSCAT-2 at removing the artificial wind direction accumulations. However, Portabella [24]
shows that despite the artificial accumulations, the NSCAT-2 GMF produces better quality
winds than the QSCAT-1 GMF.
In this study, we do not attempt to modify the GMF sensitivities to compensate for geometry
but rather to scale (weight) the relative beam sensitivities in the inversion step such that no
wind directions are favoured in the retrieval. The main difference in these approaches is that
we still use the best GMF fit to the observations rather than a compromised GMF fit, but
account for the GMF non-linearity in a wind inversion motivated by a Bayes derivation,
thereby not a priori compromising the retrieval quality. For ERS, the beam weighting
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approach is effective. However, this is not the case for SeaWinds, since areas of relatively
very small total sensitivity exist.

6

Conclusions

In scatterometry, elaborate procedures have been developed to determine how σ° depends on
the wind, i.e., the forward problem. On the other hand, MLE inversion has been widely used
to estimate the wind from a set of σ° measurements. A common problem of such MLE
approach is that certain wind directions are favoured in the inversion process, leading to some
artificial wind direction accumulations in the retrieved wind distribution, associated with
biases and granular wind fields. In this paper, we first revisit the Bayesian scatterometer wind
inversion problem and set up a generic framework to try and overcome such problem.
Secondly, a first implementation is developed, called beam weighting method, and tested for
the ERS and SeaWinds scatterometers.
Following a Bayesian approach, Stoffelen and Anderson [5] develop the prior probability
term of the ERS wind retrieval problem and show that, in contrast with common NSCAT and
SeaWinds retrieval algorithms, using no Kp noise normalization in the MLE inversion is most
optimal. Without using Kp normalisation in the MLE inversion and by transforming the
measurement space (i.e., using z space), the cone shape in measurement space becomes
circular and the wind retrieval improves. Moreover, in Stoffelen and Anderson [5] and in this
paper it is shown that using a Kp norm in the MLE inversion is equivalent to transforming the
cone surface in a rather elliptic shape, leading to artificial accumulations in the retrieved wind
direction distributions. As such, for ERS inversion, the shape of the cone is more important
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than the backscatter noise properties. In this paper, we show that this shape is related to the
total wind direction sensitivity, which, if uniform, avoids the artificial wind direction peaks.
The ERS case nicely illustrates the important role of sensitivity, rather than of noise, in
avoiding inversion biases. In Figs 2a and 3b the noise is essentially the same for all beams,
while in Figs 2b and 3a the width of the noise distribution differs by about a factor of two
between vertical and horizontal. In fact, the modulation of wind direction sensitivity (Fig. 4)
is quite comparable to this variation in noise. Sensitivity scaling clearly results in better wind
direction distributions than noise scaling (Fig. 5).
An algorithm that seeks for the best measurement space transformation is presented. The
method results in the weighting of the different beams by the integrated wind direction
sensitivity. The correlation between the total sensitivity and the artificial (non-geophysical)
peaks and troughs in the retrieved wind direction distribution is discussed. The beam
weighting procedure is generally beneficial, though most effective, in terms of producing a
more circular cone, at the inner swath (WVC numbers 1 to 6), in particular for low and
medium winds, and less effective for high winds and outer regions (WVC numbers 13 to 19).
The ERS beam weighting is validated against ECMWF winds, using as a reference the z space
and the Kp norm inversions. The main differences between the inversions lie in the wind
direction domain. Although the highest wind direction skill corresponds to the z-space
inversion, the beam weighting shows improvement with respect to Kp norm, especially in the
inner swath where its skill is similar to the z space skill. As such, the beam weighting method
turns out to be a good alternative to the z-space inversion, and since it is generic in principle,
we then test it for SeaWinds.
The beam weighting turns out to be ineffective for SeaWinds. This is mainly due to the
relative geometry of the SeaWinds beams. Certain wind directions show low sensitivity for
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any given beam, thus making the weighting of the individual beam sensitivities ill-defined.
Similar problems are expected for NSCAT because of its similarity to the SeaWinds
instrument geometry at WVC number 13. Perhaps, the method may be more successful when
the wind direction regions of very low sensitivity are excluded, but this was not tested here.
The wind retrieval objective function tested here is quadratic, i.e., the noise specification and
prior probability term have no wind solution dependency, i.e., are non-adaptive. Adaptive
methods not only require the use of the somewhat inaccurate wind-dependent GMF gradients
at the solution point under consideration, but also the wind sensitivity of the other terms in the
objective function. As such, they involve (uncertain) non-linear feedback loops and often
result in biased or even unstable results. Another adaptive method consists in empirically
deriving the normalised wind direction distribution of a retrieval scheme without a prior
probability term (cf. Eq. 3) for an approximate class of wind speed and a given WVC.
Subsequently, this distribution may be used as a prior term to effectively reduce (increase)
wind direction probability at the initial peaks (gaps). Although potentially of interest, we did
not exhaustively explore adaptive wind retrieval methods yet, since these include feedback
loops and are more complex.
For SeaWinds, artificial accumulations in the retrieved wind direction distribution may still be
avoided by improved wind retrieval. In this respect, Stiles et al. [29] and Portabella and
Stoffelen [30] have developed different procedures that allow the broad MLE cost function
minima, that are naturally associated with cases of low wind direction sensitivity, to be
represented in the scatterometer ambiguity removal. These methods prevent the a priori
selection of arbitrary and ill-defined MLE minima as the only ambiguous wind solutions to be
presented to the ambiguity removal step. In particular, the Multiple Solution Scheme (MSS)
[30] uses the full wind vector probability density function, P(v|σ°o) conform Eq. (1) as
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computed from a set of backscatter data in a WVC, as input for the ambiguity removal step.
Subsequently, the 2D Variational Ambiguity Removal (2D-VAR) ensures a meteorologically
balanced wind field solution.
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List of Figures

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of scatterometer sampling. A target WVC (thick solid square) is
sampled from two different perspectives, with a beam footprint indicated in solid and dashed,
respectively. Both sample the sub-WVC wind variability in a different way and not uniform,
leading to a so-called spatial representativeness error.
Fig. 2. Intersection of the cone with the plane σ o1 + σ o3 = 2σ oref , with a thickness of 0.05σoref
for WVC number 7, for values of σ oref, a reference value of the average fore and aft beam σ o,
corresponding approximately to a speed of 8 m/s. In (a) σ o1, σ o2, and σ

o

3

values are scaled

by Kp, equal to 0.05, and in (b) the cross section is made in a transformed space where the
axis are z i = (σ io ) 0.625 . The vertical axis represents the measured and scaled σ

o
2,

and the

horizontal (σ o1 + σ o3 )/√2 [see also 5].
Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the cone section shapes discussed in Fig. 2. The top plot
represents a circular cone section, which is subdivided in 8 identical angular sectors crossing
perpendicular to the circle (equivalent to 8 identical wind direction intervals). Given a
uniform wind direction distribution, each sector will contain the same amount of points
(triplets). Three example measurement points are given by a plus, a circle and a star symbol.
The bottom plot shows the normal projection of the measurement points onto the 8 angular
intervals , obtained by compressing the y-axis in panel a) by 50%. Since the compression is
only in y, the vertical lines remain in the same x-axis position. The new sectors, now
perpendicular to the ellipse, are not identical anymore and of the same three example points,
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two (+, *) now reside in different wind direction sectors. As such, each sector will now
contain a different number of points, notably sectors B, C, F, and G, contain more points than
sectors A, D, E, and H.
Fig. 4. ERS geometry with CMOD-5 total sensitivity (solid curves) as a function of wind
direction for Kp norm (left plots) and beam weighted norm (right plots) for a few WVC or
WVC numbers and wind speed values: WVC number 3 and 4 m/s (top plots), WVC number 5
and 8 m/s (mid plots), and WVC number 13 and 15 m/s (bottom plots). The dotted, dashed,
and dash-dotted curves represent the individual fore-, mid- and aft-beam sensitivities,
respectively. The straight line corresponds to the mean total sensitivity over all wind
directions.
Fig. 5. Wind direction (with respect to the satellite flight direction) distribution of the ERSretrieved solution closest to ECMWF (dotted) for z space (top), Kp norm (mid), and beam
weighted norm (bottom) and for the inner swath (right) and the entire swath (left) over one
month (January 1993). The solid line corresponds to the ECMWF wind direction distribution.
The distributions only contain the 4% of triplets with MLE larger than 0.7. The direction
binning is 5°.
Fig. 6. SeaWinds geometry with NSCAT-2 total sensitivity (solid curves) as a function of
wind direction, before beam weighting, for a few WVC numbers and wind speed values:
WVC number 11 and 4 m/s (top plot), WVC number 41 and 8 m/s (mid plot), and WVC
number 61 and 15 m/s (bottom plot). The dotted, dashed, dash-dotted, and dash-dot-dotdotted curves represent the individual fore-inner, fore-outer, aft-inner, and aft-outer beam
sensitivities, respectively. The straight line corresponds to the mean total sensitivity over all
wind directions.
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Fig. 7. SeaWinds geometry with NSCAT-2 total sensitivity as a function of WVC number and
wind direction for a wind speed of 8 m/s. The sensitivity values are plotted in grey scale,
ranging from black (troughs) to white (peaks).
Fig. 8. Retrieved relative wind direction distribution as a function of WVC number and
European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) 12-hourly predicted wind
direction. The retrieved SeaWinds distribution is divided by the ECMWF distribution to
compute the relative distribution. Bins below values of 0.6 (minimum at 0.2) are black,
whereas white occurs above 2.0 (maximum at 5.6) with a logarithmic grey scale in between.
Only WVCs 9-68 are processed.
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